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Abstract
Seemingly plagued by newness, the law, it is often claimed, cannot keep up
with new technology. Digital technologies have only reinforced the legitimacy
of this now well-established idiom. The sentiment has gone unchecked for
decades, even in light of social and historical research that reveals the cultural
nature of technology. In the field of law and technology (cyberlaw), the theory
of technological exceptionalism is used to measure whether new technologies
are transformative enough to uproot existing legal foundations. This Article is
an attempt to disconfirm technological exceptionalism as a viable theory for
cyberlaw research and policymaking by analyzing a number of information and
communication technologies often labeled ‘exceptional:’ including the printing
press, the Internet, photographic cameras, computers, and drones. If
technologies can be exceptional—if their attributes drive social change and
laws—the same linear pattern should appear across cultures where the
technology is introduced: a technology enters society and allows for certain
activities that place significant strains on social orders, existing law and legal
concepts are applied but fall short, and necessary changes are made to account
for the new technological capabilities. Because the theory of technological
exceptionalism does not hold up—because the story of law and technological
change is much more varied, messy, and political—it should be discarded and
new theories of and approaches to law and technological change, such as the
legal construction of technology, should be pursued.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Are driverless cars new? How new? New enough to need new laws or legal treatment? Why? A room of government and corporate stakeholders, roboticists, and technology researchers grappled with this unstated, undercurrent of a question at a workshop in D.C., in an attempt to get moving on ethics and policies for autonomous systems.1 As one might expect, industry representatives explained the way in which cars were already sold with a great deal of computing power and autonomous functions like parallel parking, cruise control, and reverse braking systems.2 Others in the room pointed out the potential transformation of the workforce, traffic and public transportation, urban planning, safety and insurance issues, and privacy and security policy.3 Sometimes a technology is so innovative, we are told, that it cannot be proactively regulated, for how are policymakers to understand its technical complexities or know its potential.4 But at that meeting and in reference to driverless cars, the implications of the answer to the question seemed clear. If driverless cars are not new, they don’t really need new regulatory or governance attention. If driverless cars are new, they most certainly need a new legal and ethical approach. These debates are not isolated to cars.5 Is big data the next industrial revolution? What about the Internet of Things? How new are smart phones? How new is the newest iPhone? How do we know or decide that technology is new enough to matter?

Legal scholarship, both in the subfields of law and technology (i.e., cyberlaw) and law and society (i.e., sociolegal studies), has struggled with theorization and analysis of the technological change. Though largely ignored in sociolegal studies, the law’s relationship to technology is central to the field of cyberlaw, where it is portrayed as linear: a new technology is presented to society and the law must move quickly to respond to the disorder technology
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2. Id.
3. Id.
creates. This choice in approach solidifies the pacing problem, the idea that law cannot keep up with technology, a form of technological determinism wherein technology drives social structures and cultural values.

A version of technological determinism in law is the use and analysis of “technological exceptionalism” in cyberlaw. This theory is how one in the field might answer the question, “are driverless cars new?” Cyberlaw scholar Ryan Calo explains that technological exceptionalism occurs, “when [a technology’s] introduction into the mainstream requires a systematic change to the law or legal institutions in order to reproduce, or if necessary displace, an existing balance of values.” For Calo, and others like David Post and, to some degree, Lawrence Lessig, “essential qualities” of technology “drive the legal and policy conversations that attend them.” The task for law scholars, lawyers, stakeholders, and policymakers is then to identify those qualities as they arise and adapt the law accordingly. But as Tim Wu writes, “[exceptionalism] depends on what you might think it is an exception to.”

This Article is an attempt to disconfirm technological exceptionalism as a viable theory for cyberlaw research and policymaking by analyzing a number of information and communication technologies often labeled “exceptional” across cultures, including the printing press, the Internet, photographic cameras, computers, and drones. If technologies can be exceptional, if their attributes drive social change and laws, the same linear pattern should appear across cultures where the technology is introduced: a technology enters society and allows for certain activities that place significant strains on social orders; existing law and legal concepts are applied but fall short and necessary changes are made to account for the new technological capabilities. This theory does not hold across cultures, technologies, or time periods: a great deal of variation and messiness is found when looking at the same technology in different times and places.

9. See Calo, supra note 6, at 552 (explaining that technology is exceptional when introduction into the mainstream requires a change in the law).
10. Id.
11. Id.
12. Id. at 549.
The cultural construction of technology is overwhelmingly overlooked or flat out rejected by cyber exceptionalism and sociolegal studies. For instance, renowned legal and society scholar Lawrence Friedman distinguishes the law’s inability to be seamlessly transported across cultures with technology’s ability to do so:

An automobile is an automobile is an automobile, whether it is in Tokyo or Moscow or Buenos Aires or New York. A cell phone is a cell phone; a computer is a computer. There is no such thing as a Chinese cultural cell phone, or a Brazilian style of computer.

But, Sheila Jasanoff explains from a science and technology studies (STS) perspective:

The world is not a single place, and even “the West” accommodates technological innovations such as computers and genetically modified foods with divided expectations and multiple rationalities. Cultural specificity survives with astonishing resilience in the face of the leveling forces of modernity. Not only the sameness but also the diversity of contemporary cultures derive, it seems, from specific contingent accommodations that societies make with their scientific and technological capabilities.

Like the fields of communications and media studies of the 1920s through the 1980s driven to uncover the “effects” of media and the “impacts” of computer mediated communications, cyberlaw scholars largely investigate how a “new” technology affects—or impacts—society and in turn law. Unlike the fields of media studies, communication, information science, and STS, the relatively new and innovative subfield of cyberlaw has not moved beyond technological determinism to similarly embrace the cultural construction of technology. STS and related fields have encouraged mutual-shaping approaches like co-production in an effort to acknowledge and appreciate both the material nature of technology and the social construction of technology, but technological determinism continues to dominate the way in which legal scholars and policymakers assess technological change across society and within law and policy-making arenas.

When Merritt Roe Smith and Leo Marx asked “Does Technology Drive History?” in their 1994 collection, they were confronting a resurgence of
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17. Id.
20. Cockfield, supra note 14, at 497.
21. Id.
22. Jasanoff, supra note 18, at 15.
technological determinism, which had fallen out of favor for STS scholars and given way to uncovering and understanding the social aspects of science and technology.\textsuperscript{24} The answer, though complicated and evolving, is no. Technology is not the locus of historical agency. In this Article, I argue that technology does not drive law either. Technology is not the locus of legal agency. When testing the theory of technological exceptionalism, no technology has even been exceptional. We must figure out a new way to answer the question, “are driverless cars new?” Because, technological exceptionalism is not up to the task. Instead of analyzing whether technologies are or will be exceptional and in addition to analyzing how the law can and should respond to exceptional or conservative technological advances, this Article argues that cyberlaw research should consider the way in which technologies, practices, and social arrangements are constructed within certain legal contexts: the legal construction of technology.

A. Technological Determinism in Law

Technological exceptionalism does not have a set definition. In fact, it is probably a term many use differently. I will describe a certain type of technological exceptionalism and hope readers will distinguish their own use from the one offered. Ryan Calo offers this definition: technological exceptionalism occurs, “when [a technology’s] introduction into the mainstream requires a systematic change to the law or legal institutions in order to reproduce, or if necessary displace, an existing balance of values.”\textsuperscript{25} It involves at least two elements: 1) a dramatic technological change that 2) necessitates systematic legal change.\textsuperscript{26} This is the broad, working definition of the theory for the purposes of this Article.

Theories of technological change not only shape the way in which we see social, policy, and legal problems but also the way in which we approach describing, analyzing, and solving such problems. Other fields hold different theories of novelty and technological change that shape their research processes.\textsuperscript{27} For instance, Christophe Lécuyer in innovation studies has analyzed the way Silicon Valley attracted and fostered new ideas, technical know-how, and investment dollars through mastering manufacturing, design, and management.\textsuperscript{28} Clayton Christensen’s theory of disruptive innovation where one technology comes along and creates a new market and value network in such a way that displaces a legacy technology continues to be taught in business schools.\textsuperscript{29} English professor Michael North explains that novelty has

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{24} See generally id. (highlighting various scholarship addressing the resurgence of technological determinism).
  \item \textsuperscript{25} Calo, supra note 6, at 552.
  \item \textsuperscript{26} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{27} See, e.g., CHRISTOPHE LÉCUYER, MAKING SILICON VALLEY: INNOVATION AND THE GROWTH OF HIGH TECH, 1930–1970 2, 5 (Weibe E. Bijker et al., eds., 2005) (analyzing Silicon Valley’s progress).
  \item \textsuperscript{28} Id. at 5.
\end{itemize}
been considered a quaint idea in art and fashion since Andy Warhol displayed soup cans.30 A focus on invention and Eureka moments has been discouraged in favor of resilient existing technologies and collaborative efforts by David Edgerton in the history of technology31 and communication historians like Richard John and Paul Starr.32 Media historian Lisa Gitelman and communications scholar Carolyn Marvin emphasize the importance of historicizing contemporary technologies by examining novelty in its relative social context and focusing on use as opposed to innovation.33

Cyberlaw’s working theory of novel technological change is technological exceptionalism. This has not been the only theory. In the 2007 symposium edition of the Minnesota Journal of Law & Technology, Gaia Bernstein explained:

For a brief time during the 1970s, different winds were blowing in legal academia. Lawrence Tribe in a book entitled, Channeling Technology through Law, discussed the “Technological Assessment” approach. Technology assessment undertakes a broader approach to the evaluation and regulation of new technologies that does not focus on specific technologies. Yet, in the decades to follow, the legal approach to new technologies did not follow this lead, instead it remained technology-specific.34

Until recently the debate around technological exceptionalism has been not whether it exists, but when it exists.35 When is a technology so new and so different that it will drive significant legal change? When is a technology so novel that the law, as established, breaks and cannot account for it?

Giving the theory of technological exceptionalism its own focus and finding one’s footing within this conversation matters because it shapes how sociotechnical legal problems are imagined and shaped and how they are answered. If you think that technology creates problems, you can probably conceive of how technology solves problems. Alternative theories and methods will be revisited at the end of this Article, but this Article’s (eventual) sole goal is to disconfirm technological exceptionalism, not to offer a replacement theory and associated methods.

As a specific term, technological exceptionalism is tied tightly to Internet policy and the field of cyberlaw itself. In what is referred to as “the law of the

35. See supra notes 27–34 and accompanying text (discussing the overall themes of the technological determinism debate).
horse debate,” Frank Easterbrook famously analogized cyberspace law, as a field of study, to the law of the horse. Easterbrook took issue with devising a field around an object, instead preferring legal fields be categorized as broad concepts and issues that touch all objects: contracts, liability, jurisdiction, et cetera. The response for early practitioners and scholars of cyberlaw was to point out that the Internet was completely different across all those fronts, and it needed its own special treatment. I do not intend to rehash whether law schools should teach cyberlaw as its own course or whether it justifies its own area of law. Instead, I point to this moment and reference those before only to show the origins of a current, overlooked theoretical moment in a small subset of legal scholarship. Perhaps because cyberlaw was defending a position of exceptional novelty to maintain its relevance, earlier work, such as that from Lawrence Tribe, on the subject of law and technological change have only recently been rediscovered and utilized, in a period of reflection for the field.

The debate has moved from the virtual to the physical, now revolving around the Internet of Things and robotics. In doing so and with little dedicated scholarly discussion, it has become much more sophisticated. Calo explains that the law is finally catching up with the Internet, but “technology has not stood still.” He argues that robotics will be the next transformative technology and that its essential qualities are more exceptional than those of the Internet. Calo builds his argument by first establishing that it is the Internet’s essential qualities of connection, collaboration, and control that give rise to the field of cyberlaw and “end up driving a particular conversation across a wide swath of cyberlaw issues.” He then explains that robotics has distinct essential qualities, distinct from the Internet’s characteristics, of social value (evocation of anthropomorphization), emergence (adaptive behavior), and embodiment (ability to physically act on the world), which will require its own and special legal treatment. Jack Balkin responded to Calo’s article, writing he does “not think it is helpful to speak in terms of ‘essential qualities’ of a new technology that we can then apply to law.” This Article furthers Balkin’s argument by utilizing work and methods in STS and the history of technology.

My argument, bluntly put, is that none of the interpretations American law has made in theory, doctrine, analogical reasoning, or overarching policies must necessarily have followed from the technology’s essential qualities. The contemporary American legal community has understood these information and

37. Id.
39. See, e.g., Calo, supra note 6, at 515 (explaining the differences between legal issues of the Internet and robotics).
40. Id.
41. Id. at 515.
42. Id. at 525.
43. Id. at 532–49.
communication technologies (ICT) or cyber technologies through sense-making as academically trained users, political actors with vested interests, cultural entities within institutional structures, and motivated agents of change in a particular time. New technologies’ distinctions from legacy technologies are as political as they are technical. Novelty is constructed and as construction is performed, the method and politics of this interpretation should not be overlooked.

In the early days of cyberlaw you could be accused of being an exceptionalist or not, but little ink was spilled on what that meant and why it mattered. One reason that theories of technological change matter to the field of cyberlaw is that theories shape the way in which we identify, shape, approach, and answer questions and problems. If technology is the driving force of law, law will always follow technology. Thus, the methodological approach looks something like this: a technological advancement is assessed; the social outcomes or problems are detailed; existing law is applied; shortcomings are listed; and legal changes are recommended. This approach lends itself to what is sometimes called “the pacing problem”—the tenet that law cannot keep up with technology.\(^{45}\) By accepting the pacing problem and chasing new technologies with legal solutions, law and technology scholars, as well as policymakers, unnecessarily accept a degree of irrelevance.\(^{46}\)

Law is far from the only field that has struggled to theorize and characterize the relationship between technology and society. Philosophy, history, and social sciences have all fallen prey to describing simplified timelines with neat causal connections between inventions and large-scale social change. This perspective has become labeled “technological determinism” by scholars studying technology across fields such as communications, information, sociology, history, and cultural studies. Technological determinism is a two-part concept, according to STS scholar Sally Wyatt.\(^{47}\) The first is that the relationship between technological advancement and society are separate, that technological change is a march of improvements and progress independent of social, economic, or political forces.\(^{48}\) The second part of technological exceptionalism is that “technological change causes or determines social change.”\(^{49}\) Those that embrace technological determinism in this sense tie technological progress tightly to social progress and may quickly identify technological solutions to social problems. This often comes in the form of technological solutionism, criticized in detail by Evgeny Morozov in To Save Everything Click Here,\(^{50}\) and technofix, described earlier in 1980 by Kirkpatrick Sale’s Human Scale.\(^{51}\)

\(^{45}\) Marchant, supra note 7, at 23.

\(^{46}\) Id. at 22–23.

\(^{47}\) Sally Wyatt, Technological Determinism is Dead; Long Live Technological Determinism, in THE HANDBOOK OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY STUDIES 166, 168 (Edward Hackett et al. eds., 3d ed. 2008).

\(^{48}\) Id.

\(^{49}\) Id.

\(^{50}\) EVGENY MOROZOV, TO SAVE EVERYTHING, CLICK HERE: THE FOLLY OF TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTIONISM 1–16 (2013).

\(^{51}\) KIRKPATRICK SALE, HUMAN SCALE 35 (1980).
However, this strand of technological determinism can also result in severe pessimism.\textsuperscript{52}

The first aspect of technological determinism is its focus on the function of a technology—what it does, and what it is capable of doing.\textsuperscript{53} This aspect is criticized for limiting the concept of technology, and for trying to understand a complex concept in a simple way.\textsuperscript{54} Norman Balabanian criticized this approach to technology in his article “On the Presumed Neutrality of Technology,” wherein he compared the simplification of technology to the simplification of the term “society”: “[a] society is not simply a collection of people, but also the interrelationship among them.”\textsuperscript{55} In the same way, technology means not simply a collection of machines, but the relationships among them, their uses, and their relationship between them and people.”\textsuperscript{56} “Technology” includes the physical objects, know-how, personnel, organizations and systems, and political and economic power.\textsuperscript{57} “Physical objects” include hardware (tools, instruments, machines, weapons, appliances), infrastructure (bridges, buildings, plants, networks, roads, telephone lines, electricity), and manufactured materials (metals, plastics, drugs, chemicals, synthetic fibers).\textsuperscript{58} “Know-how” refers to the methods, processes, and procedures people undertake while engaging with technology as a machine, not to be confused with abstract scientific knowledge.\textsuperscript{59} “Personnel” refers to the largely interchangeable workers that manipulate and maintain the physical objects.\textsuperscript{60} The “organizational aspect of technology” refers to the system of management and control and the links between hardware, know-how, and personnel with other social institutions.\textsuperscript{61}

Finally, “the political and economic power” refers to technology’s specific engagement with money, power, and decision-making within a culture.\textsuperscript{62}

The limitations of law’s treatment of technology become clear when we compare Friedman’s quote with one of Balabanian’s. Again, Friedman has written:

An automobile is an automobile is an automobile, whether it is in Tokyo or Moscow or Buenos Aires or New York. A cell phone is a cell phone; a computer is a computer. There is no such thing as a Chinese cultural cell phone, or a Brazilian style of computer.\textsuperscript{63}

Balabanian however explains, “[t]echnology is not simply the computer, for example, but large-scale computer networks linked through telecommunications systems; it is command-and-control systems; it is data

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{52} Wyatt, supra note 47, at 169.
  \item \textsuperscript{53} Id. at 168.
  \item \textsuperscript{54} Id. at 169.
  \item \textsuperscript{55} Norman Balabanian, On the Presumed Neutrality of Technology, 25(4) IEEE TECH. & SOC’Y 15, 16 (Winter 2006).
  \item \textsuperscript{56} Id. at 16.
  \item \textsuperscript{57} Id. at 16–17.
  \item \textsuperscript{58} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{59} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{60} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{61} Balabanian, supra note 55, at 17.
  \item \textsuperscript{62} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{63} Friedman, supra note 16, at 12.
\end{itemize}
banks, the know-how and the software to manipulate them, and the power implicit in controlling them.”64 By expanding our conception of technology to include these other elements, we expand beyond the functional attributes of the physical objects to include cultural, institutional, and structural elements.

Technological determinism is criticized and somewhat disconfirmed across a handful of fronts, having consumed three decades of work in STS.65 First, when investigated closely, the supposed outcome of the technological innovation’s impact on society often begins to take place long before the particular conception or invention or proliferation of a technological advancement.66 Technological determinism overlooks cultural shifts from other sources.67 As such, the best or suitable alternative designs may lose out as social practices and other interests alter the meaning and use different technologies. Technologies change over time, as well as accumulate and relate to one another. For those opposed to technological determinism, no single, universal outcome results from technological change.68 Different social arrangements are created around similar technologies situated in various cultures. This perspective is often referred to as the social construction of technology or SCOT.69 In simplest terms, social constructivists hold the opposite view of technological determinists.70 SCOT scholars argue that technology does not determine human action; human action shapes technology, and technology cannot be understood without understanding how it is embedded in social context.71 Its originators, Trevor Pinch and Wiebe Bijker, break the conceptual framework into four components: (1) interpretive flexibility (there is great flexibility in the way people think about, use, and design technology); (2) the relevant social groups (specific groups will share a particular set of meanings and shared language around a technology); (3) stabilization and closure (a multi-group design process achieves stabilization when conflicting ideas about a technology are resolved and no more modifications occur; such a process reaches closure by determining no more problems exist or that those problems are not issues); and (4) wider social context (the sociocultural and political context of norms, values, and assumptions that will influence the interpretation of the technology).72 A fifth would be added later by Bijker73 and further developed by others:74

64. Balabanian, supra note 55, at 18.
65. Wyatt, supra note 47, at 168.
66. Id. at 172.
67. Id.
68. Id.
69. Id.
70. Id. at 168.
71. Wyatt, supra note 47, at 168.
(5) technological framing (a particular social group’s shared understanding of a technology—comparable to a paradigm).

In 1993, Langdon Winner, who famously penned “Do Artifacts Have Politics?” in 1977 (wherein he described the way in which bridges between New York and Long Island were not suitable for bus travel, thus limiting the travel for populations reliant on public transportation and revealing the dramatic social impacts of technologies and design choices), responded to the SCOT movement in STS with “Upon Opening the Black Box and Finding It Empty: Social Constructivism and the Philosophy of Technology.” He argued that SCOT is limited in four important ways: (1) it focuses on how technologies come to be but not on their consequences; (2) it focuses on the interests that contribute to the construction of technologies while ignoring those impacted but have no voice in the construction; (3) it focuses on the immediate interest of those chosen groups that influence technological design, construction, and choice disregards larger cultural or economic influences; and (4) it rejects normative judgements about the alternative interpretations of technology. Technologies have potential consequences—their designs and affordances are not neutral. But they are not inevitable, nor do they explain large-scale society upheaval. Co-production has emerged as a theory within STS and policy that provides a way of acknowledging dialectical, mutual-shaping of the materiality of technological affordances an object or system extends—the behavior that is allowed by the design of a technological artifact—as well as the social construction of technology, paying particular attention to the surrounding political influences and social order within specific cultures.

Technological exceptionalism in cyberlaw is deterministic in two particular ways. First, it insists that technology drives legal change because it drives social change. Second, this linear relationship wherein law follows technology is a response to the technology’s declared functionality, ignoring Balabanian’s other elements and the co-constituting described by Jasanoff. Technological exceptionalism suggests a necessary impact on society and law instead of recognizing, critiquing, or guiding the cultural/legal construction of technology. By ignoring the cultural and political interpretation of technology and focusing on functionality, technological exceptionalism appears, by the end
of the next Section, to be perhaps little more than American exceptionalism masquerading as a theory of law and technological change.  

II. TESTING THE THEORY OF TECHNOLOGICAL EXCEPTIONALISM

To test the theory of technological exceptionalism, we should try to find it. If the functionality of technology drives social values and legal change in the linear fashion organized by technological exceptionalism, we should certainly be able to identify ample evidence of it throughout history. If any technology were to be exceptional, the printing press and/or the Internet are surely such, introducing technical functionality so new that they must have changed societies in particular ways and demanded particular legal protections.

A. From the Print Press to Cyberspace

The printing press is well-understood to be one of, if not the, most important technical innovations of all time and credited with ushering in both readership and authorship in magnitudes unknown prior to or since its creation. Johannes Gutenberg holds the reputation for inventing moveable type—the technological shift that made it all happen, even though, as Jeff Jarvis explains, that Gutenberg was more like Steve Jobs than Steve Wozniak.

Media theorist Marshall McLuhan and esteemed historian Elizabeth Eisenstein both detailed the effects of the printing press in their respective books, The Gutenberg Galaxy and The Printing Press as an Agent of Change, both of which have been criticized for underlying determinism (though Eisenstein less so). McLuhan argued that the accuracy, speed, and economics of textual reproduction inherent in the essential functionality of the printing press caused nationalism, dualism, rationalism, automation of scientific methods, cultural uniformity and homogeneity, and the alienation of the individual. Eisenstein’s work spanned two volumes and 750 pages, both historicizing McLuhan’s project in great detail and, similarly to McLuhan, arguing that the printing press led to (or at least played a central role in) the scientific revolution, the Renaissance, the Renaissance, the Renaissance, the Renaissance, the Renaissance.
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81. Cyberlaw’s version of the term should be distinguished from technological exceptionalism in the way that it is used by communication policy scholar Lyombe Eko, who discusses technological innovation policy in the U.S. as technological exceptionalism. See LYOMBE S. EKO, NEW MEDIA, OLD REGIMES: CASE STUDIES IN COMPARATIVE COMMUNICATION LAW AND POLICY 220 (2012) (“The networking and high performance computing policies advanced [after World War II] were grounded in the exceptionalist economic regime of the United States, which consisted of: academic research, private industry participation, commercialization, and eventual privatization of government-funded networks for purposes of fostering innovation, competition and consumer choice in the marketplace.”) While Eko’s use is different, he ties exceptionalism to both American technology culture and policy in relevant ways).
82. Anthony Grafton, How Revolutionary was the Print Revolution?, 107 AM. HIST. REV. 84 (2002).
83. JEFF JARVIS, GUTENBERG THE GEEK (2012).
85. See generally ELIZABETH L. EISENSTEIN, THE PRINTING PRESS AS AN AGENT OF CHANGE (1st ed. 1979) (discussing the legacy of the printing press).
86. AGENT OF CHANGE: PRINT CULTURE STUDIES AFTER ELIZABETH L. EISENSTEIN (Sabrina Alcorn Baron et al. eds., 2007) (criticizing several conclusions proposed by Eisenstein).
87. McLuhan, supra note 84.
and the Protestant Reformation.\textsuperscript{88} Both authors have been central figures in the academic field of the “History of the Book,” which has continued to enrich the history of the printing press. More recent work on the history of print, however, challenges some of their assumptions and emphasizes business and economic histories surrounding the printing press\textsuperscript{89} and predecessor technologies like the codex.\textsuperscript{90}

Contrary to popular reputation, Gutenberg did not first invent moveable type.\textsuperscript{91} In fact, Bi Sheng (990–1051) developed moveable type in China four-hundred years before Gutenberg.\textsuperscript{92} Prior to moveable type, engraved woodblock print was used and would continue to dominate the Chinese printing industry until the 19th century.\textsuperscript{93} By 1234, Korea had taken the lead on moveable type, but the technology was largely ignored in the region because Asian languages were so complex.\textsuperscript{94} It was still easier to use hand-written characters compared to movable type. Public historian John Man explains that printing was inevitable (“an invention waiting to happen”), because the culture and political climate of Europe at the time was primed to embrace and promote such technology and develop wide-ranging use.\textsuperscript{95} The Romans developed a simpler alphabet, the Chinese had proliferated paper and paper production, and a number of European countries contributed to social disruption associated with political and religious unrest—all essential to the success of the printing press.\textsuperscript{96} While not the first inventor of the moveable type, Gutenberg certainly should be credited for the proliferation of the printing press.\textsuperscript{97} His involvement in creating the infrastructure for print as a gifted entrepreneur allowed it to become a commercial success and later his resentment toward his business partners’ attempts to maintain exclusive control of the printing press technology were also vital to its success.\textsuperscript{98} However, the functionality of printing technologies cannot be said to have arisen through the independent genius of a single man nor to have caused social change that would necessitate certain laws. It would be centuries before ideas of authorship, ownership, economics, governance, and control would culminate in the first copyright laws.\textsuperscript{99}

---

88. Eisenstein, supra note 85.
92. Id.
94. Id.
96. Edgren, supra note 91.
97. Pettegree, supra note 89.
98. Id.
99. Peter Baldwin, The Copyright Wars: Three Centuries of Trans-Atlantic Battle (2014); Ronan Deazley, Rethinking Copyright: History, Theory, Language (2006); Mark Rose, Authors and Owners: The Invention of Copyright (3d prtg. 2002); see Elizabeth Armstrong, Before Copyright: The French Book-Privilege System 1498–1526 (1990) (discussing that although legal protections developed shortly after the popularization of the printing press and printing business, these
And as discussed above, the Internet was the initial technology to spur the debate using the term technological exceptionalism, but certainly not the first time that scholars have debated the legally relevant novelty of technology. Even though there are many Internets (culturally and materially), the Internet is referred to in a singular, narrow sense. Often the Communication Decency Act is used as an example of how the Internet is exceptional, particularly Section 230, which largely limits the liability of platforms for content posted by users. Eric Goldman explains:

47 USC 230 was enacted in 1996 during the height of “cyberspace exceptionalism,” the belief that the Internet was unique/special/different and therefore should be regulated differently. 47 USC 230 is a flagship example of such exceptionalism. It creates rules that really differ between the online and offline worlds, such that publishing content online may not create liability where publishing the identical content offline would. The medium matters.

Nevertheless, this rule is unique to the U.S. The medium, with all of the ways in which it allowed users to connect to people and ideas, create and share content, and impact and foster communities using varying levels of anonymity, was interpreted and regulated differently by different legal regimes. Other countries have extended liability to platforms once the operator has knowledge of legally actionable content. Platforms are not considered neutral, automated systems and accountability is effectuated through human involvement and design choices.

At a minimum, the Internet is unexceptional in one very important way: it has not created a global citizenry to replace the nation-state. Echoing John Perry Barlow, in 1996 David Johnson and David Post argued that because of the essential qualities of the Internet and the ICT’s function, a new form of governance would emerge and that territorially-based laws would have no place in the virtual world of online. A decade later, Jack Goldsmith and Tim Wu took on the claim in Who Controls the Internet?, effectively showing that the Internet in fact had borders. Those borders have only been reinforced more recently by decisions on the right to be forgotten, the Safe Harbor agreement,
intermediary liability, and calls for national or regional ICT infrastructures around the world.\textsuperscript{107} The Internet cannot turn the world into a global community; we are far from ready to move beyond the nation-state.

Perhaps these particular ICTs are anomalies or perhaps the scope of the technological framing is too large or too small. After all, anything is new if you look closely enough and nothing is new if you look from a far enough distance. This is, of course, one of the many problems with technological exceptionalism: what is “technology” and how is it defined? Because that answer depends and changes, technological exceptionalism’s usefulness is in doubt. For instance, one could argue that Alan Westin’s work, as well as much of the work done in the 1960s and 1970s around privacy and data protection attempting to convince the public and policymakers that “new” information processing technologies, were new threats that needed new laws. However, Westin described an array of technologies he found concerning: radio transmitter microphones that allow conversations to be overheard without the consent of both parties to a conversations (phone tapping), a “radio pill” that emitted a signal from within the body, secret “miniature still and movie cameras with automatic light meters” that can be triggered by movement (motion detection cameras), long range photography equipment and closed-circuit television units the size of a cigarette pack, beepers smaller than a quarter that transmit a signal for several city blocks, audial surveillance that can be built into one’s attire, photochromic micro-images, computer storage and processing, credit and debit card systems, polygraphs, and personality tests.\textsuperscript{108} He listed these technologies during the civil rights era when Congress was actively passing laws to protect new ideas about personhood.\textsuperscript{109} These technologies existed in a moment in time, a state of being, and Western democracies—the setting was often referred to as a surveillance state, and the state, it was argued, needed to change.\textsuperscript{110}

Or, perhaps it is that we are asking too much of exceptionalism—both technical and legal context arguably matter to the theory. In the next Section, the brownie—the hand-held photographic machine that supposedly led to the modern right to privacy—will be addressed using a more narrow scope. It will be followed by a similar analysis of commercial drones. In the end, the result is the same: technology does not drive history and it does not drive law. It is only part of the story. New technologies have become a part in social settings made of existing technologies, uses and users, norms and aspirations.\textsuperscript{111}
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1. Photographs and Brownies

Privacy law and cyberlaw sit upon historical groundings that inevitably involve a reference to Warren and Brandeis’ “The Right to Privacy,”112 as either a theoretical reference or a starting point to discuss contemporary privacy concerns. The story is one of dramatic technical novelty that demanded legal novelty: technological advancement and democratization of photographic cameras developed by George Eastman responded to by lawyers Warren and Brandeis with a legal tool in the form of a right that would later be operationalized into four distinct torts.113 The folklore is so powerful that it has leaked from law and technology circles. In his new book The Internet of Us, Michael Lynch explains that while most of us may know about Warren and Brandeis’s article,114 we may not know that “[b]ecause of this newfangled invention [of the Kodak camera], Warren and Brandeis worried that technology—and our unfettered use of it—was negatively affecting the individual’s right to control access to private information.”115

This succinct story is not quite accurate or is at least incomplete. It is true that Warren and Brandeis were particularly concerned about “instantaneous photographs” (though the opinion of two lawyers should not be considered definitive about the larger social relationship between camera technology and a social problem about privacy).116 The two were not determinists in three major ways. First, they acknowledged a change in news and celebrity culture.117 Second, they were anticipating a technology—the Brownie in 1890 was heavy and expensive.118 It would not become a “democratizing” information technology for another twenty years.119 Law here is not following technology. Third, they recognized that other national legal cultures had developed in different yet relevant ways not dependent on the function of the snap camera.120

Warren and Brandeis described cultural shifts related to news and celebrity, and scholars have noted Warren’s socialite status and frustration with the increasingly invasive press.121 Samantha Barbas has written extensively on this subject in her book Laws of Image. She explains:

Like the surge in libel litigation, the development of the right to privacy was a response to the sensationalistic popular press. It also reflected a historical shift in the ways that Americans, particularly middle-class city dwellers, were conceptualizing their social identities and presenting themselves to others . . . . It was a reaction to a new
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sensitivity to personal image that grew from the demands of social life in an increasingly urban, commercial, mass-mediated society, where appearances, first impressions, and superficial images were becoming important foundations of social evaluation and judgment.\footnote{122}

Barbas emphasizes that the “visual revolution” was facilitated by image technologies like the Kodak camera, but that a number of changes in understandings of the self, migration patterns, architecture, and relationships toward others are all part of the story of privacy and the desire and right to control one’s image.\footnote{123} Other cultural historians have emphasized the way enhanced attention to feeling, emotion, and sentiment changed the sense of self and this recognition’s role in the right to privacy.\footnote{124}

In 1888, George Eastman introduced the snap camera to the market with the slogan, “You press the button, we do the rest.”\footnote{125} This was the camera that Warren and Brandeis would have been referring to in 1890. While Eastman’s vision was to produce an easy to use camera that took the technical and chemical elements out of processing the film, the camera cost $25.\footnote{126} When one hundred pictures of the film were shot, the camera was mailed to Eastman Kodak, where the film was developed by skilled specialists for $10.\footnote{127} The camera was then loaded with new film and returned, followed by the prints when they were finished.\footnote{128} This relatively expensive equipment and process was enthusiastically adopted by amateur photographers, who came to be known as Kodakers, because Eastman’s product had become standard among many inexpensive, small cameras on the market at the time.\footnote{129} The amateur photography craze managed to produce a huge number of photographs that surfaced in every corner of society from advertisements to bulk stacks in dime stores.\footnote{130} Described as a “seductive” and “mysterious” addiction (even demonic), commentary surrounding photography “arose from a complex interaction between contemporary suspicions about the ‘reality’ of photographs and uncertainty about the limitations of the technology, on the one hand, and contemporary bourgeois notions that unguarded facial expressions were reflections of deep and sincere feeling,” sometimes referred to as sentimentalism.\footnote{131}

Eastman produced the Pocket Camera in 1895 for $5, which was very popular but still expensive for many.\footnote{132} Although spy cameras and the idea of
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hidden cameras were something of a fascination during this period, they were not commercialized, and nothing suggests pocket cameras were of particular concern.\textsuperscript{133} It would not be until 1900 that the Brownie would make its debut.\textsuperscript{134} Made of a cardboard box and costing only $1, the Brownie was intended to be owned and operated by everyone.\textsuperscript{135} In fact, the major marketing campaign was directed at children.\textsuperscript{136}

Over the turn of the century, the Kodak camera was far from the most angst-inducing technology surfacing. Urban areas were being fitted with electricity, the punch card machine was being introduced for government use, silent movie cinemas were popping up around the country, the electric chair was replacing hangings, and lines were being laid for the telegraph.\textsuperscript{137} Perhaps no other technology was more confusing and terrifying than the X-ray.\textsuperscript{138} Seeing the inside of the human body was exciting and unnerving and its limits, particularly in combination with these other technological advances, was not well understood.\textsuperscript{139} A short essay in an issue of the weekly trade journal, The Electrical Age, refers to personal x-ray cameras and reads:

One imaginative contemporary fears that all privacy in human affairs will be gone when the X-ray Kodak fiend is let loose. He will, it is argued, be able to reveal family inner-life, through brick walls, etc., and no one will ever know whether his actions are being “shadowed” by a perambulating X-ray Kodak crank or not.\textsuperscript{140}

A time of significant change, there was great enthusiasm for technology, innovation, and science, but also an undercurrent of anxiety, angst, and disquiet punctuated by a seemingly constant stream of sensemaking, negotiating, accepting, rejecting, and adapting.

Photography and cameras have been relevant to developments to rights to privacy outside of the U.S., but the Brownie is not the star of the show. The United Kingdom, often considered most similar to the U.S. for comparative purposes, followed what Daniel Solove and Neil Richards called “privacy’s other path.”\textsuperscript{141} This path is one that has rigidly emphasized an existing relationship between parties to establish a legal claim of confidentiality, regardless of how information by one party is captured, contained, or shared. The Human Rights Act of 1998 and the Data Protection Act of 1998, both passed to bring British law in line with the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), have increased the UK’s recognition and enforcement of privacy rights through tort actions, many of which involve modern celebrities like Naomi
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Campbell and Michael Douglas—complete with pictures. A great deal of changes occurred in British privacy law since the beginning of the 20th century to the end, but virtually none of it was driven or inevitable because of the affordances of the snap camera.

In France, the camera—but not necessarily the snap camera—played an important role in the development of a right to privacy. French privacy rights are, like others, one in a bundle of personality rights that also include moral rights of creators for the purposes of copyright, the right to control the use of one’s image, and the right to protect one’s honor and reputation. Although France, too, is a civil law system, its privacy rights developed in a “remarkably ‘uncivil’” way. Without legislation on the books, “French judges essentially created the right to oppose the publication of private facts” through common law based on tort principles and expanded into recognition of a substantive right to privacy in the 1950s and 1960s.

100 years prior, French courts were already laying the groundwork for the comprehensive system to come based on changing notions of dignity, personhood, and information. These cases paid little attention to the actions or wrong-doing of the defendant. One of the most prominent privacy cases in the country’s history illustrates the development of a unique protection of private life and the information producing abilities of the camera. In 1867, the famous Three Musketeers author Alexandre Dumas, père filed a claim revolving around a set of untoward photos taken with his mistress, half his age, that were
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subsequently disseminated by the photographer. Dumas admitted that he had sold his rights in the photographs to the man he was suing for publishing them. The Dumas court adopted ideas regarding private life that were expressed when the first law lifting post-Napoleonic censorship of the press was passed in 1819. The court explained that even if a person had consented to exposure, that person must retain the right to withdraw in order to protect his or her dignity. Although a photograph could capture the unsavory behavior of the elite and expose it to the mass, privacy laws would protect against such indignity. This would remain true as the camera became an object toted by all.

Today the ability to capture an image is as easy and democratized as Eastman could have hoped, but the mantra surrounding photographs and photography has changed from, “You press the button, we do the rest,” to “Pics or it didn’t happen.” Over the time period of that change, the right to know has gained powerful traction in the U.S., while expansive data protection and privacy rights were being codified in Europe. In America, the affordances of the snap camera have become demanding forms of expectation. The legacy of prior and existing technologies, norms, boundaries, laws, and protections uniquely shapes the way in which legal cultures make sense of “new” technologies.

2. Computers & Automation

Computers are a curious example of legal constructions of novelty, spanning decades and countries. Like all innovations, the story is one of incremental advancements, uses, political history, and legal institutions. The legally relevant novelty of computers was found more readily in European countries than in the U.S., or at least it was constructed in dramatically different ways. With different concepts of personhood, speech, privacy, autonomy, civic efficiency, and governance, European countries mobilized more quickly
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around computing technologies in the mid-1900s than the U.S., which easily recognized issues of transparency and errors but was more inclined to politically view computers as solutions to bias, corruption, and waste.\footnote{157}

A slew of data protection laws were passed in European municipalities and countries in the early 1970s to address automated data processing.\footnote{158} The first, in Hesse, applied only to automation\footnote{159} and the 1973 Swedish Datalog applied to data “held in machine-readable form.”\footnote{160} In fact, without permission from the Data Inspection Board, Swedish records could not be put in machine-readable format. Germany and France, both studying the issue in the late 1960s, had varied policy responses. Germany’s first federal law was passed only after overcoming the idea that existing laws sufficiently protected individuals.\footnote{161} A 1971 working group assigned to study possible national data protection regimes would develop the influential German idea of informational self-determination and the 1977 Federal Data Protection Act prohibited data processing unless authorized by law or performed on the basis of consent.\footnote{162} France had initiated a number of studies in the late 1960s and passed its national data protection law in 1978, which provided the remarkable right to non-automated processing for decisions have legal effects and requires notification to the data protection agency when personal data is automatically processed.\footnote{163} Meanwhile in the U.S., two codes of information practices developed. In 1973 the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare issued the Records, Computers, and Rights of Citizens wherein five principles were outlined.\footnote{164} The existence of a record-keeping system should not be secret; individuals should be able to find out what information is collected and used; individuals should be able to prevent the use of data for purposes beyond their consent; individuals should be able to correct or amend information; and organizations holding records must assure against misuse.\footnote{165} The Hew Report foreword has a quintessentially American tone for the time:

This report of the Secretary’s Advisory Committee on Automated Personal Data Systems calls attention to issues of recordkeeping practice in the computer age that may have profound significance for us all. One of the most crucial challenges facing government in the years immediately ahead is to improve its capacity to administer tax dollars invested in human services. To that end, we are attempting to
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eliminate ineligibility, overpayment, and other errors from welfare caseloads. We are encouraging local government and public and private service agencies to forge new cooperative links with one another. We are attempting to move away from the fragmented social service structures of the past, which have dealt with individuals and with families as if their problems could be neatly compartmentalized; that is, as if they were not people. Many of these measures could result in more intensive and more centralized record keeping on individuals than has been customary in our society. Potentially, at least, this is a double-edged sword, as the Committee points out. On the one hand, it can help to assure that decisions about individual citizens are made on the basis of accurate, up-to-date information. On the other, it demands a hard look at the adequacy of our mechanisms for guaranteeing citizens all the protections of due process in relation to the records we maintain about them.166

The Committee’s strategy “for putting cash directly in the hands of those who need it,” was “keeping accurate, up-to-date, easily retrieved records on individual beneficiaries . . . .”167 Although computer-based systems and automation are discussed thoroughly throughout, in its recommendations for safeguards, the distinction between human and computer data collection and use is dropped:

Computer-based systems magnify some record-keeping problems and introduce others, but no matter how data are stored, any maintenance of personal data presents some . . . problems . . . . Moreover, the distinction between an automated and a non-automated system is not always easy to draw; requiring safeguards for all personal data systems eliminates the need to rule on ambiguous cases. Uniform application of safeguards to all systems will also facilitate conversion from manual to automated data processing when it does occur.168

The report recommended that Congress pass broad legislation to address the collection and use of personal data;169 this of course, did not happen.170 The political construction of computers by this group was similar but not exactly the same as working groups in European countries and did not result in legislative action, nor did judicial interpretation establish broad principles of privacy.171

A large two-part hearing, entitled Privacy: Collection, Use, and Computerization of Personal Data, was held in the summer of 1974 to discuss financial, medical, student, and census records.172 The Privacy Act of 1974 governs the collection, maintenance, use, and dissemination of personal information maintained by federal agencies, mirroring the recommendations in
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the Hew Report.\textsuperscript{173} Four years earlier in 1970, the Fair Credit Reporting Act was passed to amend the Consumer Credit Protection Act of 1968, and while the text itself makes no mention of computer automation, the legislative record is peppered with concerns about accuracy of and access to automated systems.\textsuperscript{174} This flurry of activity wanes at the end of the 1970s as the Privacy Protection Study Commission, organized to further legislative privacy efforts, was disbanded in 1977.\textsuperscript{175} The Commission’s last report stated that the Privacy Act “had not resulted in the general benefits to the public that either its legislative history or the prevailing opinion as to its accomplishments would lead one to expect.”\textsuperscript{176}

Americans were influential in the Organization of Economic Co-Operation and Development’s (OECD) transborder data flow guidelines, set in 1980.\textsuperscript{177} The OECD Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data emphasized privacy instead of data protection (used nowhere in the document but the basis for European national laws passed up to that point), and they included eight principles.\textsuperscript{178} Most of the principles place a duty on the data controller, and the Individual Participation Principle states that an individual should have rights related to access, erasure, and amendment.\textsuperscript{179} The Council of Europe’s Legal Committee assigned to look into technology and human rights issues in the late 1960s found computers to be an overlooked and severely threatening technology, particularly by the private entities utilizing electronic data banks.\textsuperscript{180} In 1981, after adopting two related Recommendations in 1973 and 1974,\textsuperscript{181} the Council of Europe finalized the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with Regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data (Convention 108), which was intend to “strengthen data protection, i.e. the legal protection of individuals with regard to automatic processing of personal information relating to them.”\textsuperscript{182} The European Union would codify a version of these principles, converged with others sourced from strong federal data protection laws, in its 1995 Data Protection Directive, creating legal duties and rights across European member states.\textsuperscript{183}
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No such general rights or duties were extended to American entities or individuals over the course of the Computer Revolution. As personal computers launched in the 1980s and institutions became increasingly computational, the focus was on how to harness computing efficiency and precision to cut costs, however, the Electronic Communication Privacy Act and Computer Matching and Privacy Protection Act managed to pass in this political environment. Americans have a right to access the accuracy of records held by federal agencies and credit reporting agencies, but do not hold general rights in relation to computers or automated decisions. The U.S. had not yet placed significant boundaries around or protections of computing technologies beyond transparency and correction requirements in some specific contexts.

Even with clear and consistent policy interaction between the U.S. and E.U., the novelty of computers was not constructed similarly. No clear marker of novelty—no moment of newness—appears to have moved American policymakers like the Internet would later. The E.U. established most of its data protection principles in light of computers (after the earlier third of the century had been wrought with human atrocities and a unique sense of the threat of information and personal data shared across the region) and then extended them to the Internet with the 1995 Data Protection Directive. In Europe, connectivity was less novel, legally speaking, than was digital automation. In the U.S., the surge of civic energy and multifaceted developments around transparency for issues of equality, injustice, and government accountability more fully (though not wholly) explain the legal change than the novelty of the functional aspects of computing technology in the 1960s. Tabulation and adding machines had long been part of the American economic prosperity landscape with companies like Burroughs and Hollerith thriving from the beginning of the 1900s and remaining competitive computing companies to this day (Unisys and IBM respectively). Computing technologies found their way into businesses, governments, and homes, and it is unclear at what moment they were new. If computers drove American law, it is unclear how they did so.

3. Drones and the Internet of Things

Like the novelty of the snap camera and computers, the novelty of drones depends on its context. Remote control drones were developed not long after planes were introduced into warfare during World War I in 1915—the
Radioplane OQ-2 was the first remote control aircraft the beginning of World War II in 1939.192

Amateur UAV (unmanned aerial vehicles) technologies benefited from some of the military innovations, but remote control model aircrafts predate both world wars—they were sometimes flown around music halls at the end of the 19th century.193 By 1937, subgroups of the R/C community centered around the ham radio managed to produce six entrants for a national R/C model plane contest (only three of which were actually able to get their planes to fly for even a few seconds).194

Commercial uses and increased levels of autonomy, as well as the incorporation of advances to make the systems easier to fly by less skilled operators, more resilient under various conditions, and better sensors to promote both information gathering and safety, have developed more recently.195

Drones are and have been predicted to substantially increase the effectiveness of law enforcement, revolutionize agriculture, alter the fundamentals of warfare, improve delivery services, open new avenues for newsgathering, and transform public spaces.196 As to data gathering and/or visual technologies, the Congressional Research Service drafted “Domestic Drones and Privacy: A Primer” in 2015.197 The Primer outlines two issues: the understanding of privacy in the context of aerial surveillance and institutional responsibility.198

Drones, depending on how they operate, are considered a category within robotics in legal scholarship and policy debates in the U.S.199 They have been incredibly challenging for U.S. regulators, so much so that two states put, and a third proposed, moratoriums on drones until their legislatures had time to fully consider the matter200 and the FAA effectively did the same by prohibiting
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commercial drones until they passed regulations. In a potentially anti-innovation moment in U.S. history, drones have been significantly delayed while waiting for regulations to be passed, much to the chagrin and resentment of U.S. drone makers who claim America is ceding its technological lead and place in the market to other countries. Is it because drones are so technologically exceptional that they require all-new laws which take a long time to pass?

Based on this policy treatment, one can see how the new capabilities of light-weight, semi-autonomous flying objects would need a legal overhaul, but other countries have not had the same hurdles or followed the same timeline. Similar to the U.S., European countries have size and location restrictions, as well as licensing and insurance schemes in place. Privacy is a different matter. As a surveillance tool, are drones new? Are they exceptional? Because European countries have had comprehensive data protection regimes in place that regulate data practices generally and have utilized visual surveillance technologies to monitor the public at least since the late 1970s and European Union countries since the 1990s, drones are arguably much newer in the U.S. than elsewhere.

In the U.K., for instance, using a drone to capture the image of an individual without her consent could be a violation of the Data Protection Act (DPA) or the CCTV Code of Practice. To reiterate: drones were added to the CCTV governance strategy in the U.K. If you want to understand how to responsibly use a drone in public, you can go to section 7 of the Code of Practice, titled “Surveillance Technologies Other than CCTV Systems,” that explains, “[w]hile the technologies covered in this section present new issues, the recommendations throughout the rest of this code will still be relevant.” The section does not detail the new issues. However, it emphasizes that UAVs are to be treated like other technologies discussed in the document and also specifically addresses facial recognition and body cameras in these terms.
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Although surveillance is a key mode of ordering in modern capitalism209 based on a rationale of risk-management around the globe,210 video surveillance in the UK had been normalized over the course of the 1990s and uniquely flourished in the area.211 Privacy’s “other path” and late embrace of the ECHR in the UK provided little footing for legal challenges of video surveillance technologies.212 Germany, on the other hand, pioneered data protection after its experience with totalitarianism, fascism, World War II, the German Federal Constitutional Court’s 1983 landmark privacy decision on the census and the extent of protections offered by Article 10 hindered the spread of CCTV.213 Germany thus places drone privacy within its existing data protection laws (established in the 1970s): “[a]s is the case with normal photography, images taken from civilian drones are not allowed to violate another person’s image rights. Under § 22 KUG, images of a person may only be disseminated in public with the consent of that person.”214 Drone capabilities, functionality, or affordances were not exceptional in Germany, their newness was not considered legally relevant, and no major legal overhaul has been found necessary.

Drones, like other robotic technologies, may also be categorized as IoT (Internet of Things).215 In anticipation of this new innovation—the networking of 50 billion devices by 2020—the FTC hosted a workshop on November 19, 2013, and released an accompanying report in January of 2015.216 Three principles, beyond security, of the Fair Information Practices Principles, relied on for decades were emphasized: data minimization, notice, and choice.217 The FTC report explains:

Staff acknowledges the practical difficulty of providing choice when there is no consumer interface and recognizes that there is no one-size-fits-all approach. Some options include developing video tutorials, affixing QR codes on devices, and providing choices at point of sale, within set-up wizards, or in privacy dashboards. Whatever
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approach a company decides to take, the privacy choices it offers should be clear and prominent, and not buried within lengthy documents.\textsuperscript{218}

All these provide that recommendations are mobile and Internet-based, wherein the data collected is from the user with whom operators have a direct relationship.\textsuperscript{219}

The European Union has been working on IoT since 2009 (with a press release entitled “When Your Yogurt Pots Start Talking to You: Europe Prepares for the Internet Revolution”)\textsuperscript{220} and created initiatives, including the European Research Cluster on the Internet of Things (IERC) that has produced a number of events and documents\textsuperscript{221} that build off its work on RFID technologies in the mid-2000s.\textsuperscript{222} The E.U. also touts IoT as big money:

Whereas in the first run Internet of Things referred to the advent of barcodes and Radio-frequency identification (FID), helping to automate inventory, tracking and basic identification, the second current wave of IoT sees a strong verve for connecting sensors, objects, devices, data and applications. The next wave could be called a “cognitive IoT[,]” facilitating object and data reuse across application domains, leveraging on hyper-connectivity, interoperability solutions and semantic enriched information distribution, incorporating intelligence at different levels, in the objects, devices, network(s), systems and in the applications for evidence-based decision making and priority setting. Economically, it could generate billions of Euros that easily translate into growth and employment, provided it ensures trust and security for the European citizens and businesses.\textsuperscript{223}

Like in the U.S., E.U. institutions have found no need for new rules. Unlike in the U.S., however, notice and choice remains central to E.U. data protection.\textsuperscript{224}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{218} Id. at v.
\end{itemize}
The Article 29 Working Party (A29WP), an independent body made up of representatives from the data protection authorities across the E.U. formed to provide expert advice to member states and the Commission, published an opinion focused mainly on quantified self-technologies, as well as household automation devices like smart light bulbs and toasters. The Opinion emphasized six concerns about personal information: lack of control and information asymmetry, quality of consent, inferences derived from data, patterns and profiling, limitations on anonymity, and security risks. The A29WP was able to provide specific recommendations to a number of parties that essentially mirror those from the General Data Protection Regulation.

The FTC and the A29WP approach the Internet of other people’s things in slightly different ways, but both treat the object connected future as an extension of the Internet and big data policy issues. The institutions describe the future by detailing the underlying IoT, which are simply connected devices that are smart by utilizing big data. When considering, debating, and regulating emerging technology, framing matters: various legal cultures reflect, what science and technology studies scholar Sheila Jasanoff calls, diverse “sociotechnical imaginaries” that contribute to the way in which policy issues are framed, co-produced, and actuated. In this instance, there is little variation in the way in which the technology itself is imagined, which is a missed opportunity. Of course, IoT is an extension of the Internet, big data, robotics, algorithmic living, and a number of other computational shifts, all of which present new forms of newness every day.

Arguably, the newness that matters here is the loss of the screen and data collection of individuals who have no direct relationship to the device—the problem of the Internet of other people’s things but, only if agency personnel are interested in pushing dramatically new, potentially costly, policies. And, neither institution constructed IoT this way. They missed the opportunity to achieve what both appear to be pursuing: establishing meaningful digital privacy for the future. How is such a lapse explained? There is, of course, much more going on here than rules and technological affordances.

III. REVISITING THE PACING PROBLEM

We do not find technological exceptionalism in the mid-1400s, we do not find it in the late 1800s, we do not find it at the turn of either centuries and we do not find it today—at least not from the technological advancements of the printing press, the snap camera, computers, the Internet, or drones. Just because technological exceptionalism has not occurred does not mean that it could never
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happen. The reason that technological exceptionalism could never happen is because technology is so much more than function—because technology is far more socially constructed (from conception by creators to adaptation by the very latest users) than the theory of technological exceptionalism allows for. Historian and sociologist of science Steven Shapin explains:

The story of how we came to terms with the new technology—how we adjusted to it, adapted to it, domesticated it, altered it to suit our purposes—didn’t come with the technical spec sheet. It never does. No instruction manual can explain how a technology will evolve, in use, together with the rhythm of our lives.229

By acknowledging the social construction of novelty within a legal system, the pacing problem also comes into question. Not only does law not linearly follow technology, a great deal of legal work shapes technology and the way in which it will be understood in the future.

Scholars, judges, regulators, and legislators often make sense of technologies in a way that is forward-looking.230 Supreme Court Justices in cases like Riley v. California interpret not only the Fourth Amendment but also technologies like cell phones, described as “such a pervasive and insistent part of daily life that the proverbial visitor from Mars might conclude they were an important feature of human anatomy”231 and “not just another technological convenience . . . hold[ing] for many Americans ‘the privacies of life.’”232 That particular interpretation of a smart phone in 2013 will be able to account for other technologies that will include more and various types of personal information in the future. Other technologies, like the small personal antennas that delivered broadcasted content on online users at issue in American Broadcasting Cos. v. Aereo, are not recognized as new but instead analogized to a previous technological system already covered by existing law.233 We know very little about how these constructed determinations are or should be made, but these individuals and communities, along with others, shape the sociotechnical imaginary and significantly impact the way in which it is embraced, molded, confined, fostered, or rejected over time.

The FTC and the National Telecommunications Information Administration develop a political understanding of technologies through workshops and engagement with stakeholders.234 Like the European Union’s Article 29 Working Group, the FTC took a close look at the Internet of Things, and both treated the wave of connected devices as a moderate extension of the
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Internet, not a novel disruption to privacy and security. Beyond the guidelines and workshops put on by administrative agencies, which may steer information technology development and deployment, the Department of Education has created PTAC, the Privacy Technical Assistance Center, to provide interactive technical and security support as well as guidance on privacy practices within educational settings. This type of agile regulatory practice recognizes a rapid pace of technological change and celebrated novelty.

These are somewhat unique to American culture in relation to technology and American legal culture, which both exist within a political environment intent on fostering innovation for economic and social gains. When and where novelty is not associated with prosperity, progress, and national identity is it so readily observed by the legal community?

The OncoMouse, the first animal to be patented in the U.S., represents a particularly contentious moment of international, legal technological construction. Genetic modification was not considered particularly novel in the U.S. American patent law exempts “products of nature” from receiving protection to prevent monopolies on things found in nature. In the 1970s, a General Electric researcher engineered a bacterium and filed for a patent, which eventually made its way to the Supreme Court in 1980, wherein the majority concluded there was no relevant difference between living and nonliving organisms. The OncoMouse was engineered to be predisposed to cancer. Even though public outcry resulted in a five-year moratorium on animal patenting, hundreds of patents have been filed since 1993 supporting a thriving biotech industry in the U.S. In fact, the OncoMouse had his own t-shirts that read “Stalking Cancer,” portraying the animal as a scientific superhero.

In Canada, genetic modification and animal patents were perceived as far more novel. Canada denied the OncoMouse patent and the Canadian Supreme Court ruled that no higher-level animals would receive patents. Even though Canadian and American patent language is almost identical; the Canadian Supreme Court did not see the genetically engineered mouse the same as other compositions of matter.

---
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Margot Kaminski argues that even within a national system, the same technology may lead to different kinds of disruption. Artificial intelligence, she explains, raises different legal questions for copyright law and First Amendment law, and autonomous vehicles are handled differently by the Federal Aviation Administration and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. While computers were being debated in terms of novelty in relation to privacy and data protection issues of computers in one part of the Capitol, in another, the National Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyright Works, a committee with expertise in everything but computing, argued about what exactly software was but agreed on its categorical novelty.

Innovation, though universally coveted and fiercely protected today, has had its ups and downs, even in America. When Noah Webster took to writing an “American Dictionary of the English Language” in 1800, his politics and disagreeable demeanor attracted the ire of friends, foes, and critics. Two other American language dictionaries had already been published and canned by reviewers. In the era when modern political parties were born and rigid partisanship ruled, Webster’s critics were not only cultural conservatives that took issue with new words and the idea of an American language, but also the Federalists (Webster’s own political affiliation) and Republicans. Federalists, who were social elites and favored strong central government, would certainly take issue with the recent additions of “mansplain” and a second meaning to the word “literally” (so commonly misused, it can now also mean its opposite—figuratively). Republicans, believing the American Revolution had not gone far enough, celebrated the French Revolution and its broadening of the French language. They simply could not support Webster and thus labeled his novelty useless.

Innovation was a dirty word in the Federalist Party. In principle and policy, innovation had to cede to stability in the new America or risk the chaos of the French Revolution. Webster adamantly defended himself from insults and the novelty of his project: “I did not innovate, but reject innovation.” In uncovering this story, historian Jill Lepore explains, “[o]nly after what Noah Webster stood for no longer mattered, only after Americans had begun to forget who he was, [did] his dictionaries succeed.” Like today’s debates about AI and driverless cars, novelty is contested and political. Whether a technological
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advancement matters, whether it is novel or innovative, depends heavily on a cultural landscape. Technological exceptionalism disregards this aspect of innovation and assumes newness based on technological essentialism.

IV. ALTERNATIVE THEORIES AND METHODS

Because cyberlaw has not spent much time on theories of technological change or refining exceptionalism, there are numerous examples of scholarship that do not adhere to the linear technology-then-law methodology, are not deterministic, or do not depend on technological exceptionalism. Cyberlaw scholarship has already taken a constructivist turn, as, at least much of the time, research involves some form of social construction. For example, Tarleton Gillespie explains in his book *Wired Shut* that researchers “must look at how technologies subtly urge certain uses, how debates around their design concern how they should intervene into social activity, and how users orient themselves and their worldviews so as to best use the technologies.” This may be the task for media or information scientists, but cyberlaw scholars are uniquely suited to analyze how legal communities, institutions, traditions, doctrine, players, boundaries, arrangements, and concepts construct and co-constitute technological change.

I use the term legal construction of technology or “techno-legal construction” to tie the “social construction of technology” in STS to the field of law and technology. The legal construction of technology focuses on law as a cultural corner of societies with its own customs and rituals, players and roles, institutions and relationships, and rules and power—and how this cultural corner makes sense of a technology, technological system, or technological concept.

Although Calo’s 2015 piece “Robotics and the Lessons of Cyberlaw” argues that robotics is or will be technologically exceptional because the technology acts on the world in an embodied form, displays emergent behavior, and provokes a tendency to be anthropomorphized by human interactors, his 2016 article “Robots in American Law” analyzes what judges call robots and how they use the term. It does not analyze actual robotic technologies (characterized today as technologies that “sense-think-act”). Instead, it is an analysis of the term “robot” used by judges over six decades. In other words, it is an excellent example of the legal construction of technology.

Other pursuits may include analyzing technological framing in policy debates, technological metaphors in judicial analogue reasoning, and
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technology expertise in legislative and regulatory bodies.\footnote{264} Limits to the legal construction of technology are similar to those of SCOT; normative claims are difficult though not impossible to assert using these pursuits and methods. But, cyberlaw scholarship excels at normative claims and has managed, without notice, to achieve both construction and normative assertions.\footnote{265}

Some have relied on critical theory to engage in work with ties to the new fields of critical information theory and critical data theory practiced in information science, communication fields, and media studies. As outlined by Siva Vaidhyanathan, Critical Information Studies investigates: 1) “the abilities and liberties to use, revise, criticize, and manipulate cultural texts, images, ideas, and information;” 2) “the rights and abilities of users . . . to alter the means and techniques through which cultural texts and information are rendered, displayed, and distributed;” 3) “the relationship among information control, property rights, technologies, and social norms;” and 4) “the cultural, political, social, and economic ramifications of global flows of culture and information.”\footnote{266} Critical Data Studies has also emerged as a related field of study, wherein big data is questioned and analyzed not as scientifically empirical, but as already constituted within social structures and contexts.\footnote{267} Both poke and prod to question the assumptions underlying information technology design, power relationships, and regulation with a particular focus on copyright and more recently privacy. A prominent example is Julie Cohen’s work on outdated ideas of the self within both copyright and privacy law as detailed in her book \textit{Configuring the Networked Self}.\footnote{268}

“Law in action,” or perhaps here “cyberlaw in action,” is a fundamental idea in socio-legal studies wherein the way in which law actually plays itself out in society is examined—beyond statutes and cases.\footnote{269} Kenneth Bamberg and Deirdre Mulligan’s work \textit{Privacy on the Ground} represents exceptionally rigorous investigation into how privacy laws and rules are actually interpreted, understood, and implemented by various institutions in a number of different countries.\footnote{270} Through interviews and surveys, the authors uncover how rules on the books work or do not work on the ground. Kate Klonick’s recent Harvard
Law Review article on the inner-workings of platform take-down systems, *The New Governors: The People, Rules, and Processes Governing Online Speech*, uses a similar method to understand what is actually going on behind the technology of the flag icon.\(^{271}\)

Finally, some cyberlaw scholarship is explicitly anticipatory—it looks to future technologies and considers how the law will be able or unable to handle social ramifications. Scholars that regularly work in this capacity could be considered legal futurists. This type of research is often quite deterministic, but does not have to be. For instance, Neil Richards and Bill Smart’s article “How Should the Law Think About Robots?” argues that the law should anticipate the tendency for humans to anthropomorphize robots as they are integrated across society in the future and that the law should actively resist constructing robot technologies with human-like characteristics.\(^{272}\)

It should be stressed that a linear tech-then-law approach remains a viable method even if the theory of technological exceptionalism falls. Identifying a technology associated with an ongoing or prospective social problem that requires a legal change based on some recognized policy outcome is certainly a worthy set of research steps to take. Importantly, this approach also acknowledges the possibility of an effect—the potential for a causal relationship when one may exist, something legal construction does not lend itself to discovering. But, any approach must also be analyzed and criticized. What were the methodological choices of the researcher and why were they chosen? What assumptions about technology, society, and law are the researcher making and why? Danielle Citron’s work on cyber civil rights, for example, is particularly careful across these methodological steps.\(^{273}\)

It should also be stressed that the alternative approaches listed are not necessarily based on an alternative theory of technological change. The scholars undertaking these approaches may very well be operating in a technologically deterministic mindset or consider themselves technological exceptionalists.\(^{274}\) This is particularly evident in the area of anticipatory governance, where much time is spent looking at the technological functionalities in research developments on university campuses, Silicon Valley, and science fiction novels. The argument here is not that some scholars are doing good research and others bad research, but that some are utilizing technological exceptionalism in more explicit or reliant ways than others and that use of such a deterministic theory of technological change is not justified. Legal construction of technology occurs, as Kaminski writes, “by placing [technology] into doctrinal or statutory categories; by situating it within institutional arrangements; by subjecting it to information-gathering; and by making assumptions about how technology fits into regulatory setting against which the law operates.”\(^{275}\)

---
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technology arrives at moments of formal construction in judicial opinions or legislation, researchers, judges, and policy-makers come to the technology with some sense-making apparatus at work. Perhaps a powerful individual loves driving or hates traffic or largely rejects new technologies and sees use as a choice; perhaps an institution has a long-standing goal to be seen as pro-innovation to avoid budget cuts; perhaps a wider sentiment that society has become dangerously unstable and constant disruption needs to take a back seat to established trust takes root. Much legal construction of novelty is negotiated between parties and governing bodies, which may occur across media campaigns, the press, multi-stakeholder meetings, and targeted lobbying. By focusing on the technology’s function and giving it deterministic power, cyberlaw has not developed (or acknowledged its own) rich understanding of the way in which law, in numerous, varied ways, constructs novelty.

In 1994, Leo Marx and Merritt Roe Smith redefined technological determinism in light of the SCOT movement, writing that the term “now refers to the human tendency to create the kind of society that invests technologies with enough power to drive history.”

My criticism of the theory of technological exceptionalism is more than its lack of historical evidence. Technological exceptionalism perpetuates an American political culture replete with technological determinism. Just as measuring innovation “only by its eventual effect obscures other possible outcomes, and, finally, distorts the historical record,” technological exceptionalism obscures what we know about legal constructions of novelty. By focusing on the technology, cyberlaw’s theory of technological exceptionalism is a foundation for technological change and law obscures much of the vital components relevant to the field’s pursuits.

V. CONCLUSION

Back in 1996, Sheila Jasanoff explained in her foundational STS book, Science at the Bar, “[t]he law today not only interprets the social impacts of science and technology but also constructs the very environment in which science and technology come to have meaning, utility, and force.” At the same time, the field of cyberlaw was being newly created and foundations laid by early legal scholar pioneers. One of these foundations for understanding law and the Internet in terms of governance and technological change was technological exceptionalism—that dramatic technological change necessitates systematic legal change. After three decades, we can look back on technological exceptionalism and assess its utility and validity by using both interdisciplinary fields. As the analytic case studies show, such drama is contextual, political, and culturally constructed, and nothing necessitates legal change.
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